Abstract. Restoration for actual atmospherically blurred images is performed using an atmospheric Wiener filter that corrects simultaneously for both turbulence and aerosol blur by enhancing the image spectrum primarily at those high frequencies least affected by the jitter or randomness in a turbulence modulation transfer function (MTF). The correction is based on weather-predicted rather than measured atmospheric MTFs. Both turbulence and aerosol MTFs are predicted using meteorological parameters measured with standard weather stations at the time and location where the image was recorded. A variety of weather conditions and seasons are considered. Past results have shown good correlation between measured and predicted atmospheric MTFs. Here, the predicted MTFs are implemented in actual image restoration and quantitative analysis of the MTF improvement is presented. Corrections are shown also for turbulence blur alone, for aerosol blur alone, and for both together.
Introduction
The atmosphere usually limits image quality, particularly over long atmospheric paths. The main atmospheric distortions are caused by ͑1͒ optical turbulence and ͑2͒ scattering and absorption by particulates. The main effects of the turbulent medium over long exposures is to produce wavefront tilt, typically of the order of tens or even hundreds of microradians, which causes image shifts in the image plane. These tilt effects can be whole image shifts or different shifts of different parts of the image, depending on the isoplanatic patch size, according to the atmospheric path length and the turbulence strength. These image distortions can be partially compensated for either by adaptive optics techniques or by using sufficiently short exposure time, less than the characteristic fluctuation time ͑usually a few milliseconds͒. Aerosols, on the other hand, give rise to light diffusion or scattering, which changes very slowly. The large-angle scattering causes attenuation. The small-angle scattering, on the order of tens, hundreds, or thousands of microradians, causes blur.
A system approach for restoration of atmospherically blurred images models the blurred image as a convolution between the original image and the atmospheric modulation transfer function ͑MTF͒ and uses simple deconvolution techniques to restore the image, given the MTF and knowledge of the noise statistics, which is usually available. The advantages of this digital technique are its simplicity, low cost, and practicality of application. The main difficulty here is in obtaining a reasonably correct atmospheric MTF shape at the time and place where the image was recorded.
One way to obtain the atmospheric MTF is to measure the image of a point in the object plane at the time when the image is recorded. The image of a point is the point spread function ͑PSF͒ of the atmospheric blur, so that the MTF is the normalized absolute value of the Fourier transform of the PSF. This method is obviously not available in most nonlaboratory situations.
The overall atmospheric MTF is essentially the product of the turbulence and aerosol MTFs. Models describing the meteorological dependences of both C n 2 ͑where C n is the refractive index structure coefficient͒ and the coarse aerosol size distribution have been developed. [1] [2] [3] These are required for the prediction of the turbulence and the aerosol MTFs, whose product approximates the overall atmospheric MTF.
Turbulence distortion effects are characterized in both short and long exposures by MTFs. 2 These are statistical averages of turbulence random processes that have, in addition, a nonnegligible short-time variance or jitter that significantly affects image blur. In addition to turbulence there are scattering and absorption effects produced by molecules and aerosols in the atmosphere. These cause both attenuation and image blur, according to the atmospheric aerosol MTF. Unlike long-exposure turbulence, the aerosol MTF affecting the image is also related strongly to instrumentation limitations on angles of light scattering actually recorded in the image. 4 The blur deriving from turbulence is felt primarily at high spatial frequencies. Both blur and tilt effects can be characterized by the well-known turbulence long-exposure MTF 1 MTF le ϭexp͑Ϫ57.3
where MTF le is the long-exposure MTF, is the angular spatial frequency, C n is the refractive index structure coefficient, R is the path length, and is the radiation wavelength. For the short-exposure case, the turbulence firstorder tilt is removed and the turbulence MTF is evaluated from
where MTF se is the short-exposure MTF, is 1 in the near field and 0.5 in the far field, and D is the aperture diameter. In addition to turbulence, attenuation and image blur are caused by absorption and scattering produced by molecules and aerosols in the atmosphere. Scattering gives rise to diffusion of point-object radiation. This causes a wide variation in the angle of arrival according to the particulate scattering phase function. Unlike the turbulence case, the angular blur due to aerosols is very wide, usually on the order of radians, which is typically orders of magnitude wider than imaging field of view. Consequently, there are some practical limitations that should be applied to the scattered light recorded in the image. 4 This practical approach takes into account the effects of finite field of view, finite dynamic sensitivity, and finite spatial bandwidth of every imaging system. The angular spread of incident scattered light is on the order of the diffraction limit /a, where a is the dominant particulate radius and is the radiation wavelength. This ratio is typically on the order of radians. The instrumentation effects generally limit the scattering angles of received light to values far less than this diffraction limit for aerosols, thereby decreasing the blur radius and increasing the aerosol MTF spatialfrequency bandwidth. For example, instrumentation alone usually reduces the sizes of angles of received light scattering to milliradians. The practical instrumentation limitations are applied to the classical theory dealing with aerosol MTFs. 4 The aerosol effects on a practical image system can be characterized by the practical instrumentation-based aerosol MTF, which can be approximated by the Gaussian form
where MTF a is the practical aerosol MTF, S a and A a are the atmospheric scattering and absorption coefficients, and c is the aerosol cutoff angular spatial frequency at which the aerosol MTF knee is located. The reciprocal of c is approximately the largest angle of scattered light recorded in the image. The coefficients S a and c are dependent also on instrumentation properties. The precise procedure of calculating these parameters is described step by step in Ref.
4.

Prediction of the Atmospheric MTF
Since the atmospheric MTF is composed of both aerosol and turbulence effects, the relative significance of each component to the overall MTF is dependent on the time, date, type of ground surface ͑such as desert sand or vegetation͒, and weather conditions. Weather prediction of the atmospheric MTF should take into account all these conditions. Several models [3] [4] [5] are summarized in the following subsections.
Weather Prediction of the Turbulence MTF
It is useful to predict C n 2 according to Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ to obtain the turbulence MTF. To predict C n 2 , notable computer programs such as IMTURB and PROTURB have been developed by scientists at the U.S. Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory. In addition, a simple empirical model 1 to predict C n 2 has yielded excellent results in independent validation carried out by the U.S. Army Night Vision Laboratory through experiments in France and by scientists in India and the USA who have examined the model experimentally in their respective countries. This latter model is based on standard meteorological parameters measured the world over.
The value of C n 2 is related strongly to the hour of the day. It has high values at noon and low values near sunrise and sunset. Accordingly, a concept of temporal hours ͑th͒ has been developed. The duration of one th is obtained by subtracting the hour of sunrise from that of sunset and dividing by 12. The current th is obtained by subtracting the hour of sunrise from the current hour and dividing by the value of one th. Therefore, at sunrise thϭ00:00 h , at sunset thϭ12:00 h , and at noon thϭ06:00 h . Using this concept, a weight function was constructed whereby for each temporal hour a normalized weight was specified and the weight vector was included in the regression model that describes C n 2 according to the weather. 1 The shape of the weight function was constructed by averaging C n 2 data from many different meteorological conditions. The model for C n 2 in units of
where W is the temporal-hour weight, 1 T is the air temperature ͑K͒, RH is the relative humidity ͑%͒, and WS is the wind speed (m s
Ϫ1
). For elevations other than 15 m, the calculated value ͑4͒ of C n 2 can be scaled according to various models of the height profile of C n 2 . 6,7 Furthermore, a statistical connection has been observed between increases in C n 2 and increases in aerosol loading. 1 This relationship is not considered in IMTURB or PROTURB. A somewhat more accurate empirical model 1 than ͑4͒ to predict C n 2 includes aerosol loading as represented by the total crosssectional area ͑TCSA͒ of the aerosol particulates in square centimeters per cubic meter: These models are limited to weather conditions such that the temperature is between 9 and 35°C, the relative humidity between 14% and 92%, and the wind speed between 0 and 10 m s Ϫ1 . 1 The above models yielded average correlations of about 92% with actual turbulence MTF measurements for arid climates and 88% for vegetative surfaces. 
Weather Prediction of Aerosol MTF
The significant contribution of aerosols to atmospheric blur has been shown elsewhere. 4 The aerosol MTF is dependent on the aerosol size distribution. Furthermore, the aerosol MTF actually recorded in the image is usually affected also by the optical and photoelectronic instrumentation, 4 in particular by the field of view, dynamic range, and angularspatial-frequency bandwidth. Since the instrumentation characteristics are assumed to be known from laboratory measurements, the aerosol MTF prediction is concentrated on predicting the aerosol size distribution according to the weather.
Prediction of the aerosol size distribution is often performed by LOWTRAN and its successor MODTRAN, which yield very good results in the prediction of absorption attenuation according to the weather. However, its accuracy in predicting the aerosol size distribution, particularly for large ͑coarse͒ particles, is problematic. The distribution of coarse particles changes very sharply with weather. They give rise to small-angle forward light scattering and cause image blur. Models that describe the size distribution for coarse particles are described in detail elsewhere.
2,5 A short description of these models is summarized here. The coarse-particle size distribution models are based on the Junge power-law distribution:
where r is the particle radius and n is the number concentration. For arid and semiarid regions, the parameters A and ␣ can be predicted according to where RH 24 and WS 24 are the relative humidity and wind speed averaged over the previous 24 h. The size distribution for small particles does not change much with weather. Prediction of size distribution can be performed by MODTRAN for small particles, and the estimate for the coarse particles can be added using the above model.
Regression-coefficient values for Eqs. ͑8͒-͑11͒ are tabulated in Refs. 2 and 5.
Experiment
A quantitative assessments for the reliability of the weather-predicted MTFs was made using a large bar target placed at 5.5 km horizontal distance from the camera. Although the bar target was vandalized with graffiti, it still contained some well-structured edges for reliable edgeresponse analysis. Bar-target images were recorded at different times and thus different meteorological conditions. MTFs measured from edges responses with and without restoration were compared. A criterion for the quality of restorations was the ratio between the areas under MTF curves ͑MTFA͒ after and before image restoration. Other examples of real images recorded in warmer weather with various meteorological conditions were also analyzed. This region exhibits the climate of a semiarid area in summer and a vegetation area in winter. The meteorological parameters needed for the MTF prediction were measured at the time when the images were recorded. The recorded images and the weather parameters were obtained using the experimental setup described below.
Experimental Setup
The camera was located at the remote-sensing laboratory in our university department building. The average elevation of the optical path length was about 15 m above ground.
The receiver located at the laboratory included a Punlnix CCD camera imaging system connected to a 8.9-cm-diamaperture Questar Cassegrain telescope ͑with central obscuration of 1.5 cm͒ of 3200-mm effective focal length ͑in-cluding Barlow lens and auxiliary optics͒. The output signal from the CCD camera was digitized by a Data Translation framegrabber and sent to a 586 personal computer for further processing. The weather parameters were measured with a Campbell meteorological station. The coarse aerosol size distribution could be checked with a Particle Measurements System ͑PMS͒ CSASP-100 optical particulate counter. A graph of the system MTF is presented in Fig. 1. 
Image Restoration
The degradation process is estimated here by the predicted atmospheric MTF. A simple restoration process is therefore performed using an atmospheric Wiener filter. 8 In this procedure, the product of turbulence and aerosol MTFs is taken as the average atmospheric MTF. The jitter or variance in turbulence MTF is considered as a noise term, in addition to the instrumentation noise. The high-spatialfrequency enhancement is selective, and emphasizes in particular those frequencies least effected by both noise sources. The atmospheric Wiener filter also yields improved contrast because it corrects simultaneously for atmospheric path radiance.
Results
Figures 2 and 3 show two winter ͑vegetation-surface͒ examples of the imaging analysis of the 5.5-km-distant graffiti-filled bar-target, differing in recording time. Figure  2͑a͒ shows the recorded bar target and a tree image near midday, when turbulence is maximum. The meteorological parameters recorded at the same time and place are presented in Table 1 . The restored image is presented in Fig.  2͑b͒ . The restoration from atmospheric blur is so complete that individual pixels are seen in the restored image. The weather-predicted overall atmospheric MTF derived from both aerosols and turbulence used in the restoration process is presented in Fig. 2͑c͒ . Figure 2͑d͒ shows the comparison between the overall system MTFs before and after restoration. The system MTFs were extracted from the image using edge response between the widest white and black stripes in the bar target. The edge-response derivative is the line spread function ͑LSF͒ in the image. The system MTF was calculated by Fourier-transforming the LSF. The ratio between the areas under the system MTF curves ͑MTFA͒ after restoration and before restoration is 1.55. Figures 3͑a͒ to 3͑d͒ are the same, but for late afternoon, when the turbulence is much weaker. In this case the MTFA improvement ratio according to the MTF curves of Fig. 3͑d͒ is 2 .43. Again, individual pixels are seen in the restored image.
Summer ͑arid zone͒ examples are considered in Figs. 4 to 11. Figure 4͑a͒ presents a real-world summer image recorded from a distance of about 3 km. The image contains a vertical periodic pattern of about 7.7ϭcycle mrad Ϫ1 angular spatial frequency with decreasing contrast from left to right over the image. The MTFs predicted for aerosols and turbulence appear in Fig. 5͑a͒ , and the overall MTF appears in Fig. 5͑b͒ . The restored image using the atmospheric Wiener filter based on the overall MTF is presented in Fig.  4͑b͒ . We can see that most of the periodic pattern appears in the restored image and cannot be observed in the original recorded image. It can be seen from the graph of the overall MTF in Fig. 5͑b͒ that the MTF for an angular spatial frequency 7.7 cycle mrad Ϫ1 is about 0.1. Since atmospheric effects were reduced in the restored image, the minimal resolvable contrast at this frequency was significantly improved beyond 0.1. Another summer example appears in Fig. 6͑a͒ . The solar flux here is lower because of clouds, and therefore turbulence is weaker. The weather-predicted MTFs for aerosols and turbulence appear in Fig. 7͑a͒ , and the overall predicted atmospheric MTF appears in Fig. 7(b) . Fig. 6͑b͒ . Comparison between the overall system MTFs after and before restoration was performed using edge-response measurements as shown in Fig. 8 . The MTFA improvement ratio here is 1.3. The summer example of Fig. 9͑a͒ has both high solar flux and high relative humidity, thus featuring stronger turbulence and aerosol effects. The original recorded image is presented in Fig. 9͑a͒ , and graphs of its weather-predicted turbulence MTF and aerosol MTF are presented in Fig.  9͑b͒ . A restoration using only the turbulence MTF is shown in Fig. 10͑a͒ , and a restoration using only the aerosol MTF is shown in Fig. 10͑b͒ . Turbulence degrades primarily highspatial-frequency content ͑small detail͒, while aerosol light scatter blurs all spatial frequencies. The weather-predicted overall atmospheric MTF derived from both aerosols and turbulence is presented in Fig. 11͑a͒ , followed by a restoration based on this overall MTF in Fig. 11͑b͒ . The atmospheric-blur and path-radiance reductions lead to obvious improvements in both resolvable detail and contrast.
Conclusions
The feasibility of achieving image restoration of atmospherically degraded images, based on knowledge of weather and instrumentation parameters only, is demonstrated here for various seasons, climates, and times of day. This means that previously recorded images can be restored using such weather data. It also means that good imaging and observation times and climates can be predicted in advance. 
